The method of principal components is widely used to estimate common factors in large panels of continuous data. This paper first reviews alternative methods that obtain the common factors by solving a Procrustes problem. While these matrix decomposition methods do not specify the probabilistic structure of the data and hence do not permit statistical evaluations of the estimates, they can be extended to analyze categorical data. This involves the additional step of quantifying the ordinal and nominal variables. The paper then reviews and explores the numerical properties of these methods. An interesting finding is that the factor space can be quite precisely estimated directly from categorical data without quantification. This may require using a larger number of estimated factors to compensate for the information loss in categorical variables. Separate treatment of categorical and continuous variables may not be necessary if structural interpretation of the factors is not required, such as in forecasting exercises.
Introduction
The recent interest of economists in factor models is largely driven by the fact that common factors estimated from large panels of data often have predictive power for economic variables of interest. Theoretical and empirical work predominantly use principal components to estimate the common factors in continuous data. Little attention has been given to alternative estimators and to the treatment of categorical data even though many economic variables are of this nature. For example, households and firms are asked in surveys whether they expect economic conditions to improve or not. While such data could be useful for forecasting, they cannot be approximated by continuous distributions. This paper first reviews dimension reduction methods that can handle mixed measurement data, meaning that the data can be continuous or categorical. I then investigate the consequence from the perspective of the factor space of using categorical variables to construct principal components, treating the data as if they were continuous.
Any study of socio-economic status necessarily involves analyzing dichotomous data or data with a small number of categories. Such data requires special treatment as they contain important but imperfect information about the underlying latent variables. Racine and Li (2004) and Su and Ullah (2009) consider using a small set of mixed data in non-parametric regressions. Here, I
consider the situation when the set of mixed predictors is large enough that dimenional reduction becomes necessary. As pointed out in Kolenikov and Angeles (2009) and further investigated below, the method that is currently used by economists is far from satisfactory.
The psychometric approach to the dimension reduction problem is to either explicitly model the latent continuous variables or quantify (impute) the continuous variables from the categorical data. 1 According to the SPSS software and as explained in Meulman and Heiser (2001) , three types of categorical variables are relevant: -(1) nominal variables which represent unordered categories (such as zip codes and SIC codes); (2) ordinal variables which represent ordered categories (such as satisfaction ratings of excellent/good/average/poor and Likert scale), and (3) numerical (count) variables which represent ordered categories (such as age in years and income class in dollars) with distances between categories that can be meaningfully interpreted. Nominal and ordinal data are said to be non-metrical because the distance between two categories has no meaningful interpretation. The challenge for factor analysis of non-metrical data lies in the fact that normalization and monotonicity constraints need to be imposed to ensure consistency between the imputed variables and the observed discrete variables. Not surprisingly, going down this route necessarily takes us from linear to non-linear methods of dimension reduction.
I begin with a review of factor analysis of continuous data from the viewpoint of solving a 1 An 1983 issue of Journal of Econometrics, (de Leeuw and Wansbeek editors) was devoted to these methods.
Procrustes problem. These methods are non-probabilistic and do not permit formal inference to be made. But they form the basis of many dimension reduction problems which are interesting in their own right. The issues that arise in factor analysis of categorical data are then discussed. Special focus is given to methods that quantify the discrete data. Simulations are used to evaluate the precision of the factors estimated from continuous and mixed data. The so-called Filmer Pritchett procedure is also evaluated. I assess the factors estimates from the perspective of diffusion index forecasting which requires extracting common information in a large number of categorical variables.
Precise estimation of the factor space rather than structural interpretation of the factor estimates takes center-stage. 2 An interesting finding is that the principal components of the raw discrete data can estimate the factor space reasonably precisely, though this may require over-estimating the number of factors to compensate for the information loss in categorical data. Data quantification may not be necessary.
Factor Analysis of Continuous Data
Factor analysis is a statistical framework used to analyze the behavior of observed variables using a small number of unobserved factors. Spearman (1904) appears to be the first to conjecture that a common unobserved trait (mental ability) may be responsible for the positive correlation in children's test scores on a variety of subjects. To analyze the contribution of the factors on the test scores and more generally on data that are continuous, the classical approach is to estimate the factor loadings by maximizing the Gaussian likelihood. Important contributions have subsequently been made by Anderson and Rubin (1956) , Joreskog (1970) , Lawley and Maxwell (1971) , and Browne (1984) , among others. Factor models are now used not just by psychologists, but by researchers in marketing, biology, and other fields.
Let X denote a T × N matrix of continuous data or data in ratio form. As a matter of notation, the i, j entry of X is denoted X ij ; X i,: is the i-th row of X and X :,j is the j-th column. For macroeconomic panels, N is the number of variables and T is the number of time periods over which the variables are observed. A superscript zero is used to denote true values. The goal of factor analysis is to explain X using r common factors F 0 = (F 0 1 , . . . , F 0 r ) and N idiosyncratic errors e 0 . In matrix form, the factor representation of the data is
where Λ 0 is a N × r matrix of factor loadings. The population covariance structure of X under the 2 The focus is rather different from the structural factor analysis considered in Cunha and Heckman (2008); Almund, Duckworth, Heckman, and Kautz (2011). assumption that the factors have unit variance and are mutually uncorrelated is
In classical factor analysis, Ω 0 is assumed to be a diagonal matrix and the data X are said to have a strict factor structure. Let k be the assumed number of factors which can be different from r. Anderson and Rubin (1956) assume that the data are multivariate normal. They use the normalization Σ F 0 = I r and suggest to estimate the factor loadings by maximizing the log likelihood: Lawley and Maxwell (1971) consider the equivalent problem of maximizing
where S X is the sample covariance of X. An advantage of maximum likelihood estimation is that the sampling distribution of Λ is known and inference can be made. When T is large and N is fixed, the factor estimates Λ are √ T consistent and asymptotically normal. Unbiased estimates of F can be obtained as shown in Lawley and Maxwell (1971, Ch.8) even though these are not usually the object of interest in psychology research.
When the normality assumption is not appropriate, one alternative is to consider covariance structure estimation (also known as structural equation modeling). Let θ = (vec (Λ), vech (Ω)) be the parameters of the factor model and W be a weighting matrix. The weighted least squares estimator is
Under regularity conditions and assuming that N is fixed, the WLS estimator is also √ T consistent and asymptotically normal, as shown in Browne (1984) and others. As θ W LS is simply a method of moments estimator, it is less efficient than MLE but is robust to departures from normality.
Assuming that the true number of factors is known, it has been documented that the asymptotic approximation of the WLS estimator is not accurate when the data exhibit excess kurtosis; the chi-square statistic for goodness of fit is oversized; the factor loadings are underestimated, and the standard error of the estimates tend to be downward biased.
Another alternative to MLE is iterative least squares estimation, the best known in this category being MINRES. Given a N × N sample correlation matrix R X , the objective is to find a N × N matrix Ω and a N × k matrix Λ such that ΛΛ is as close to R X as possible. Formally,
Concentrating out Ω and using the fact that the diagonal entries of R X all equal one, the concentrated loss function is
where Λ i,: is the i-th row of Λ, and R X,ij is the (i, j) entry of R X . Harman and Jones (1966) suggest to start with an arbitrary Λ and iterate on each row of Λ holding other rows fixed. To update the rows, the objective function is separated into a part that depends on Λ i,: and a part c i that does not. Let R
−i
X be the i-th column of R X with the i-element excluded, and let Λ −i be the (N − 1) × k matrix of Λ when the i-th row is deleted. Define
The solution to this minimization problem is standard; it is the least squares estimate
Since all units other than i are held fixed when Λ i,: is constructed, the estimator is based on the principle of alternating least squares. Iterative updating of the i-th row of Λ has been shown to decrease the loss function. However, a researcher would not be able to say whether a poor fit is due to the idiosyncratic errors or omitted factors. One shortcoming of MINRES is that Λ i,: Λ i,:
can exceed one, which would then imply a negative idiosyncratic error variance. This so-called Heywood case can be circumvented. An example is the LISREL implementation of MINRES, detailed in Joreskog (2003) .
Strict (or exact) factor models are to be contrasted with models more widely used in macroeconomics and finance. These models relax the assumption of strict factor models to allow some cross-section and serial correlation in e it . Chamberlain and Rothschild (1983) referred to these as approximate factor models. Estimation is based on the method of asymptotic principal components (PCA) first proposed in Connor and Korajzcyk (1986) . The estimator minimizes
Because Λ i,: = (F F ) −1 F X :.i for any given F , the concentrated objective function is:
Since F and Λ are not separately identified, the normalization F F/T = I k or Λ Λ/N = I k is necessary. When N > T, minimizing L c P CA (F ; Λ) subject to the constraint that F F/T = I k is the same as maximizing
The solution for F , denoted F , is √ T times the eigenvectors corresponding to the k largest eigenvalues of the T × T matrix XX . The solution for Λ, denoted Λ, is X F /T . When T > N and under the normalization that Λ Λ/N = I k , Λ is √ N times the eigenvectors corresponding to the k largest eigenvalues of the N × N matrix X X with F = X Λ/N. Note that unlike MLE and WLS which fix either T or N , the sample sizes in both dimensions are allowed to be large so that inferential theory can be developed for both F and Λ. Bai (2003) shows that if
As is well known, principal components describe but does not impose any structure on the data, while a factor model distinguishes between the common and idiosyncratic components. In a data rich environment, the distinction between factor models and principal components analysis is often left vague because the principal components consistently estimate the space spanned by the common factors.
A crucial assumption in the asymptotic theory for large dimensional factor models is that the largest eigenvalue of Ω 0 is bounded. A sufficient condition is that e 0 it is weakly correlated across i and t because under stationarity, the largest eigenvalue of Ω 0 is bounded by max j N i=1 |Ee 0 it e 0 jt |. Simulations show that F t precisely estimates the space spanned by F 0 t when Ω 0 is diagonal. This is a special case in which the eigenvalue bound is trivially satisfied. However, the construction of principal components as factor estimates do not take this constraint into account. Boivin and Ng (2006) report that estimated idiosyncratic errors associated with macroeconomic data tend to be quite pervasively cross-correlated. Onatski (2010) finds that asymptotic theory may not be a good guide to the finite sample properties of the factor estimates when the errors are strongly cross-sectionally correlated. However, few alternatives to the PCA are available. Doz, Giannone, and Reichlin (2007) suggest a quasi-maximum likelihood approach that assumes Ω is diagonal even if the errors are serially and cross-sectionally correlated. A Kalman smoother is used to build up the likelihood which is then maximized using the EM algorithm. They find that omitting the correlation in the errors has negligible effects on the estimated common factors when N is large.
But their simulations only consider mildly correlated errors.
Two Alternating Least Squares Estimators (ALS)
As alternatives to the method of principal components, I consider two estimators (ALS1 and ALS2) that address the Haywood problem of negative idiosyncratic error variances. ALS2 additionally allows us to assess if the common and idiosyncratic components are poorly estimated. As distinct from all estimators considered in the previous section, the idiosyncratic errors are also objects of interest, putting them on equal footing with the common factors. Furthermore, the factors are estimated without writing down the probability structure of the model and as such, the statistical properties of the estimates are not known. It may perhaps be inappropriate to call these estimators.
My interest in these methods arises because they can be extended to study latent variable models for mixed (discrete and continuous) data.
Whereas the standard approach to deriving an estimator is to take derivatives of the objective function, a derivative free alternative is to exploit information in the objective function evaluated at the upper or lower bound. For example, consider finding the minimum of f (x) = x 2 − 6x + 11.
By completing the squares and writing f (x) = (x − 3) 2 + 2, it is clear that the lower bound for f (x) is 2 and is achieved at x = 3. Knowing the lower bound helps to determine the minimizer. 3 ten Berge (1993) and Kiers (2002) provide a formal treatment of using bounds to solve matrix optimizaiton problems. Let A be a n × m matrix (of rank r ≤ m ≤ n) and let C be a n × k matrix with a specified structure. The orthogonal Procrustes problem looks for an orthogonal matrix B of dimension 3 It is important that the lower bound is attainable and does not depend on x. If the lower bound was 1 instead of 2, no meaning could be attached to x = 3 because the lower bound of 1 is not attainable.
4 A matrix is sub-orthonormal if it can be made orthonormal by appending rows or columns. 5 The orthogonal Procrustes problem was solved in Schonmenn (1966) . See Gower and Dijksterhuis (2004) for a review for subsequent work. m × k that closely maps A to C. Formally, one chooses B to minimize C − AB 2 F subject to the constraint B B = I m , where for a p × q matrix A,
When A has the same number of columns as C, B must be a k × k orthonormal matrix satisfying B B = BB = I k . The first two terms do not depend on B since trace (B A AB) = trace (BB A A) = trace (A A). The minimization problem is thus the same as maximizing trace (B A C) subject to the constraint that B B = I. Letting P DQ be the singular value decomposition of A C gives trace (B A C) = trace (B P DQ ) = trace (Q B P D). Since Q B P is orthogonal and D is a diagonal positive matrix, the trace is maximized if Q B P is an identity matrix. The solution is to set B = P Q . When m > k and B is a long matrix with more rows than columns, the solution has no closed form and must be solved by iteration.
To see how Lemma 1 can be used to construct principal components, I follow the formulation in ten Berge (1993) . Given a T × N matrix of standardized data X, the goal of principal components analysis is to find k linear combinations given by the N × k matrix B such that F = XB optimally summarizes information in X. Let A be the weights for estimating F from X. The loss function
The constrained minimization problem now becomes maximizing trace (B R X B) subject to B R X B,
We thus let Y = P :,1:r and B = P :,1:k D 1:k,1:k (times any k × k orthonormal matrix). Canonical correlation analysis and many constrained least squares problems with no closed form solutions can also be solved using these monotonically convergent algorithms.
ALS1
I first consider the estimator proposed in De Leeuw (2004), Unkel and Trendafilov (2010) and Trendafilov and Unkel (2011) . Let e = uΨ where u u = I N . Let k be the number of assumed (not necessarily equal r, the true) number of factors. Suppose first that T ≥ N and consider maximizing
Notice that ALS minimizes the difference between the X and its fitted value X = F Λ + e. While the idiosyncratic and the common components are explicitly chosen, distributional assumptions on e are not made. Furthermore, the objective function takes into account the off-diagonal entries of the fitted correlations. In contrast, the PCA loss function only considers the diagonal entries of
The ALS estimates are obtained by minimizing
But for given A, this is the same as maximizing trace (B XA) over B satisfying B B = I N +k . The problem is now in the setup of Lemma 1. When N ≤ T , the estimates ( F , Λ, U ) can be obtained using the following three step procedure:
1 Let B = P Q where svd(XA) = P DQ .
2 From B = B :,1:k | B :,k+1:k+N , let F = B :,1:k and U = B :,k+1:N . Update Λ as X F .
3 Let Ψ = diag( U X).
Steps (1) and (2) are based on part (ii) of Lemma 1.
Step (3) ensures that Ψ is diagonal and is motivated by the fact that
Steps (1)- (3) are repeated until the objective function does not change. As F Λ is observationally equivalent to F C −1 CΛ for any orthogonal matrix C, Step (2) can be modified to make the top k × k sub-matrix of Λ lower triangular. This identification restriction does not affect the fact that rank (Λ) = min(rank (X), rank (F )) = k.
When N > T , the rank of U U is at most T and the constraint U U = I N cannot be satisfied.
However, recall that Σ X = ΛΛ +ΨU U Ψ. Trendafilov and Unkel (2011) observe that the population covariance structure of the factor model can still be preserved if the constraint ΨU U = Ψ holds, and in that case, Ω = Ψ 2 is positive semi-definite by construction. Furthermore, the constraints
is the same as maximizing trace (BA X ) which is again a Procrustes problem. The three step solution given above remains valid when N > T , but the singular value decomposition in step (a)
needs to be applied to A X . Trendafilov and Unkel (2011) show that the objective function will decreases at each step and the algorithm will converge from any starting value. However, convergence of the objective function does not ensure convergence of the parameters. Furthermore B is not unique because it is given by the singular value decomposition of a rank deficient matrix. In particular, rank (XA) ≤ min(rank (X), rank (A)) < rank (X) + k.
ALS2
To motivate the second estimator, partition F 0 as F 0 = F 01 F 02 where F 01 has k columns and F 02 has r − k columns for some k < r. The data generating process can be written as
If k < r factors are assumed, the omitted factors F 02 will be amalgamated with e 0 into e * . Even though Ω 0 is diagonal in the population, the off-diagonal entries of the covariance matrix for e * could be non-zero. Without explicitly imposing the restriction that X and e 0 are orthogonal, an estimator may confound e 0 with F 0 2 . Socan (2003) re-examined an (unpublished) idea by H. Kiers to minimize
As with ALS1, estimation of e is explicitly taken into account. The first two constraints are standard; the third constraint ensures that the idiosyncratic errors are truly uncorrelated across units. This is because given orthogonality between e and F , any non-zero correlation between e it and x jt when i = j can only arise if e it is a function of the omitted factors.
The estimates (F ,Λ,ē) are iteratively updated until the objective function does not change.
1 GivenΛ, letJ be in the orthogonal null space ofē so thatF =JC satisfies the constraints
a Let (X −i ,ē −i ) be (X,ē) with the i-th column set to zero.
c Letē :,i = P 0 Hi P 0 Hi X :,i where P 0 Hi is the last column of P Hi .
3 UpdateΛ = X F (F F ) −1 .
Steps (1) and (3) are intuitive as linear combinations of the basis in the orthonormal null space of e will be orthogonal to e. To find the optimal linear combinations, C is chosen to minimize
Step (2) is more involved. Recall that for each i, I need to find aē :,i that it is uncorrelated with F and with X :,j andē :,j for j = i. As rank (H i ) is less than its column dimension, P 0 Hi is orthogonal to all but the i-th column of X and e as well as F . It remains to find the relation between e :,i and
Factor Analysis of Categorical Variables
Suppose the continuous data X are well represented by the factor model X = F Λ +e but we observe x which are discrete (nominal, ordinal, or numerical) transformations of X. Discrete data tend to be skewed and have excess kurtosis especially when the frequencies of observing a few categories are disproportionately high. Classical factor analysis is not appropriate because the normality assumption and Pearson correlation coefficients take as given that the data are continuous. As Kruskal and Shepard (1974) point out, a non-metrical factor analysis needs to recover data that can be represented with the smallest number of factors and yet be consistent with the observed categorical data. Several approaches have been considered.
Probabilistic Approaches
The Bayesian approach is to parametrically specify the factor representation for X as well as the relation between X and x. This permits joint estimation of the factors and the loadings, as in Conti, Heckman, Lopes, and Piatek (2012) . Amongst the frequentist approaches, an 'item response' analysis specifies the conditional distribution of the responses as a function of the latent factors assuming that the responses are independent conditional on the factors. A frequentist method that does not specify the mechanism that generates X is the 'underlying variable approach'. It simply assumes that each observed ordinal variable x j is generated by a normally distributed latent variable X j :
where τ = (τ 1 , . . . , τ C j −1 ) is a vector of C j − 1 thresholds that define C j categories. Both the item response and the underlying variable approach require calculations of tetrachoric or polychoric correlations. 6 These are correlations between two continuous variables underlying the discrete indicators. Once they are computed, the likelihood or method of moments estimation can be used. Muthén (1984) proposes a three step estimator of the latent variable model as follows.
1. standardize X to be mean zero, unit variance, and estimate the vector of thresholds τ from the univariate margins of the observed data.
2. estimate the polychoric correlations from the bivariate margins of the observed variables given the thresholds estimates. Denote the matrix of polychoric correlations by Σ X ;
3. Estimate θ (the factor loadings and variances) by maximizing the log likelihood (expressed in terms of the observed frequencies) or by minimizing the function
with respect to θ, where W is a positive definite weighting matrix.
Compared to the method WLS described earlier for continuous data, parametric assumptions and an additional step of estimating the polychoric correlations are necessary. Joreskog and Moustki (2001) compare the latent variable and item response methods and find that full information methods are not very practical even though they are theoretically appealing. These estimators are designed for ordinal data; they can be computationally demanding even when N is small. Fortunately, they are implemented in packaged software like LISREL, Joreskog and Sorbom (2006); Joreskog (1994) .
The properties of these estimators applied to ordered data are documented in Babakus, Ferguson, and Joreskog (1987) , Muthen and Kaplan (1985) , Dolan (1994) , Bollen (1989, Ch. 9 ), among others. The bias in the estimated loadings, while often less than 10% or so, depends on how far 6 Suppose that two continuous variables X1 and X2 are jointly normal with correlation coefficient ρ. The probability that (X1 > τ1, X2 > τ2) is given by
The tetrachoric correlation proposed by Pearson (1900) , is the ρ such that p12(ρ) equals the sample proportion p12. Polychoric correlations are then generalizations of tetrachoric correlations from two dichotomous indicators to multiple ordered class.
are the categorized data from normality. Furthermore, the covariance matrix of the estimated idiosyncratic errors often have non-zero off-diagonal entries even if the true idiosyncratic errors are mutually uncorrelated. The possibility that categorical data may lead to spurious factors has also been raised, McDonald (1985, Ch. 4) .
FACTALS and Optimal Scaling
Methods have also been developed to estimate common factors in categorical data without specifying a probability model. Let X be a N × J matrix and let x denote the observed but discretized values of X. Let Λ be a N × r matrix of factor loadings, Ω = D 2 be a diagonal matrix of idiosyncratic error variances. If all J columns of X were continuous, the factor model implies the correlation structure ΛΛ + Ω(D). MINRES then minimizes
As pointed out earlier, the minimization problem can be solved columnwise because R X is a correlation matrix. Now instead of X, a N × J matrix of data x is observed, some columns are of X continuous and some are discrete. The challenge for non-metrical factor analysis is that the discrete nature of the observables put constraints on the factor estimates. For example, to respect the fact that ordinal data are ordered, Kruskal and Shepard (1974) suggest to construct principal components subject to monotonicity constraints. Takane, Young, and de Leeuw (1979) argue that this does not fully exploit the factor structure. They suggest to replace R X by R Z where Z is a N × J matrix of optimally scaled values of x.
Optimal scaling is an integral part of dimension reduction methods used to analyze non-metrical variables. Let C j be the number of categories in variable j and let G j be a N × C j indicator matrix that is one if variable j is categorical with columns following the ordering of the categories. The adjacency matrix is defined as
where Y j is estimated subject to constraints of the measured data. For example, if x :,j is ordinal, the restriction that
The exercise is to iteratively estimate Y , Λ and Ω by minimizing
Note that each column of Z is normalized to have unit sum of squares. This is a MINRES problem in which Z plays the role of X, and more importantly, Z is itself being estimated. In a sense, the analysis proceeds as though Z :,j has factor representation Z :,j = F Λ j,: + e :,j .
While the problem seems conceptually simple, it is not trivial computationally because this is a quadratic program with a quadratic constraint (in view of the normalization for Z Z). Kiers, Takane, and Mooijaart (1993) propose a monotonically convergent FACTALS (factor analysis by alternating least squares) algorithm for estimating k factors as follows. 7
1 Let Λ = U :,1:k S 1/2 k where Z Z − Ω has singular value decomposition U SV , with U :,1:k being the first k columns of U ;
2 Let Ω = diag(Z Z − Λ Λ ) (constrained to be non-negative);
3 Update R Z = Λ Λ + Ω. For j = 1, . . . , J:
a if x :,j is continuous, Z :,j = x :,j . let Z :,−j be Z with the j-th column removed, and R Z,:,−j be the j-th column of R Z with the j-th element removed.
b if x j,: is nominal, minimize Z :,−j G j y j − R Z,:,−j 2 subject to the constraint that G j y j is centered and y j G j G j y j = 1. Given the solution y 0 j , update The thrust of FACTALS is to iteratively choose the scale values y j to yield the quantified data Z j and to update Λ and Ω. The first two steps perform columnwise update along the lines of MINRES.
Step 3 imposes measurement level restrictions. Depending on the data type, it involves either solving an oblique Procrustes problem or performing a monotone regression. In a sense, FACTALS is a data augmentation method that treats X as missing values and imputes them as Z. These steps are further explained in the Appendix.
Principal Component Analysis
While economists rarely consider principal component analysis of qualitative data, the literature on this problem is in fact large. As surveyed in Michailidis and de Leeuw (1998) , seemingly related research appears under a variety of names:-homogeneity analysis, multiple correspondence analysis, PRINCALS systems, PRINCIPALS, discriminant analysis, to name a few. 8 Related approaches also include the principal factor analysis of Keller and Wansbeek (1983) and redudancy analysis (canonical correlation) of Israels (1984) . As with continuous data, principal component analysis differs from factor analysis by going a step further to impose a structure.
Recall that given a T × N matrix of standardized continuous variables standardized to X, PCA computes Λ = T −1 X F where F is a T × r matrix of common components. PCA can be generalized to mixed data as follows. If variable j in the mixed data set is quantitative, let
be the quantification matrix where X :,j contains the standardized values of the T observations on variable j. If variable j is qualitative, the quantification matrix is defined as
where M = I −11 /T is the centering matrix, D j is a diagonal matrix of frequencies of the categories in variable j, G j is the T × C j indicator matrix for variable j. A principal components of mixed data then minimizes j M . Sophisticated methods go one step further to impose level constraints (as in FACTALS) and may also allow for multiple quantification. See, for example, the PRINCIPALS routine in SAS and R, PRINCALS in R (HOMALS), and SPSS (CATPCA). I explore these methods in on-going empirical work but do consider them in simulations as these procedures are well studied in statistics and the psychometrics literature.
Experimental Alternatives
The difficulty in estimating and interpreting latent components from categorical data is that the population covariance of the categorical variables x (ie Σ x ) is not the same as the population covariance of the continuous variables X (ie. Σ X ). An estimate of the (i, j)-th entry of Σ x obtained by regressing x :,i on x :,j . will be biased for the corresponding entry in Σ X . Lancaster (1957) shows that if a bivariate distribution is obtained by separate transformations of Y and Z that are bivariate normal, then the correlation of the transformed distribution cannot exceed the correlation coefficient of ρ Y Z in the bivariate normal distribution. 9
In fact, discretization is a form of data transformation that is known to underestimate the linear relation between two variables though the problem is alleviated as the number of categories increases. As mentioned earlier, many simulation studies have found that the r factor loadings estimated by MLE and WLS do not behave well when the data exhibit strongly non-Gaussian features. Data transformations can induce such features. But as seen above, estimating latent components from discrete data is quite not a trivial task.
A practical approach that has gained popularity in analysis of socio-economic data is the socalled Filmer-Pritchett method used in Filmer and Pritchett (1998) . Essentially, the method constructs principal components from the adjacency matrix, G. Kolenikov and Angeles (2009) assess the model's predicted rankings and find the method to be inefficient because it loses the ordinal information in the data. Furthermore, spurious negative correlation in the G matrix could underestimate the common variations in the data. However, they also find that constructing principal components from polychoric correlations of socio-economic data did not yield substantial improvements over the Filmer-Pritchett method.
I explore two alternatives that seem sensible when structural interpretation of the components in categorical variable is not necessary, and that N is large. The hope is that in such cases (as in economic forecasting), simpler procedures can be used to extract information in the categorical variables. The first idea is to construct the principal components from the quantified data. If principal components precisely estimates the space spanned by X, and Z are good quantifications of the discrete data x, then PCA applied to Z should estimate the space spanned by the common factors in X. I therefore obtain the quantified data Z by FACTALS and then apply PCA to the covariance of Z (ie. R Z ) to obtain estimate F and Λ. The approach is a natural generalization of the method of asymptotic principal components used when X was observed. However, the Λ estimated by PCA applied to Z will generally be different from those that directly emerge from FACTALS because PCA does not impose diagonality of Ω. It will also be different from the ones that emerge from homogeneity analysis because level constraints are not imposed.
The second method is to ignore the fact that some variables are actually discrete and to extract principal components of Σ x . As pointed out earlier, the eigenvectors of X will generally be different from those of x because Σ X = Σ x . In a sense, x is a contaminated copy of X. The hope is that the salient information in X will be retained in a sufficiently large number of eigenvectors of x, and that principal components will be able to extract this information. In other words, I compensate for the information loss created by data transformations with more latent components than would otherwise be used if X was observed.
consecutive integers are assigned to categories of Y , it can be shown that ρY z = ρY Z ·q, where q = 1 σ θ J−1 j=1 φ(αj) and φ(·) is the standard normal density and q is the categorization attenuation factor. This section has two parts. The first subsection focuses on continuous data and assesses the precision of the factor estimates produced by the method of asymptotic principal components, ALS1, and ALS2. I also evaluate criterion for determining the number of factors. Subsection two turns to categorical and mixed data. All computations are based on MATLAB Release 2011a.
Continuous Data
Data with macroeconomic characteristics are generated from an approximate factor model. Specifically, two serially correlated factors are assumed with ρ F k ∼ U (0, .8) for k = 1, . . . r and
with ρ e ∼ U (0, .8). The degree of cross-section correlation in errors is deteremined by
where N c = {0, .1N }. As Ω 0 = C 0 C 0 , the number of correlated series is much larger than .1N .
The common component is strong when θ 0 = 1 and weak if θ 0 = .5, all else equal. Since Λ 0 is drawn randomly, F 0 1 is not necessarily more important than F 0 2 . The relative importance of the common component in the population is given by
where s indexes the draw, and S = 1000 is the number of replications. The properties of the estimates are judged by separately regressing F 1t and F 2t on a constant and the two dimensional F 0 t . The R 2 of the regressions indicate the coherence between F kt (k = 1, 2) and the space spanned by the true factors.
Of the three estimators considered, the PCA is the easiest to compute as there is no iteration involved. While ALS1 converges in a few iterations, ALS2 is computationally the most demanding.
It is the only estimator that sometimes (albeit rarely) fails to converge. Furthermore, the ALS2 estimator cannot be implemented when N > T and I mark these estimates with a '-'. Table 1 reports results for the strong factor case with θ = 1. The top panel has time dependent but cross-sectionally uncorrelated idiosyncratic errors since N c =0. With signal above 0.5, the three sets of estimated factors explain well over .95 of the variations in the true F t . Assuming that e it is cross-sectionally uncorrelated did not hurt the efficiency of PCA because the constraint is correct in this case.
The bottom panel of Table 1 allows the errors to be cross-sectionally correlated. As a consequence, the common component relative to the total variation in the data falls by as much as half. Notably, all factor estimates are less precise. One PCA factor tends to be more precisely estimated than the other. The discrepancy seems to increase as signal decreases. The two ALS estimators are much more even in this regard since F 1 and F 2 have similar predictive power of the factor space. Of the three estimators, ALS2 appears to be most unstable; it can be extremely good (such as when (T, N ) = (120, 80)) or extremely bad (such as when T is increased to 240) holding N c fixed at =8. A factor that is precisely estimated by the PCA is not always precisely estimated by the ALS estimators and vice versa. When (T, N ) = (240, 120), F 0 1 is poorly estimated by the ALS estimators (R 2 of .111 and .272) than by PCA (with R 2 of .524). However, the reverse is true of F 0 2 , with R 2 of .824 and .739 for the ALS estimators, and only .355 for the PCA. Table 2 considers weaker factor loadings with θ = 0.5. When the errors are not cross-sectionally correlated, signal in the top panel of Table 2 is reduced somewhat relative to Table 1 Table 2 are one-third to one-quarter of those in Table 1 . Weak loadings combined with cross-correlated errors drastically reduce the precision of the factor estimates irrespective of the method used. When (T, N ) = (240, 120) which is not an unusual configuration of the data encountered in practice, signal falls from .254 to .078 and the average R 2 drops from around .5 in Table 1 to less than .05 in Table 2 ! The difference is attributed to cross-correlated errors.
The results in Tables 1 and 2 are based on the assumption that r is known. Bai and Ng (2002) show that the number of factors can be consistently estimated by minimizing L P CA subject to the constraint of parsimony. Specifically,
where g(N, T ) → 0 but min(N, T )g(N, T ) → ∞. The ALS estimators are based on different objective functions. While their statistical properties are not known, Tables 1 and 2 find that the estimated ALS factors behave similarly to the PCA ones. I therefore let
In the simulations, I use
noting that N T /(N + T ) ≈ min(N, T ) −1 . This corresponds to IC 2 recommended in Bai and Ng (2008) . For the ALS estimators I also consider a heavier penalty
The simulation design is similar to Tables 1 and 2 . The criteria are evaluated for k = 0, . . . , 6.
I only consider 500 replications because ALS2 is extremely time consuming to compute. The results are reported in Table 3 . When θ = 1 and the errors are cross-sectionally uncorrelated, the IC 2 almost always chooses the correct number of factors. The suitably penalized ALS objective functions also give the correct number of factors. The estimates of r are imprecise when there is cross-section dependence in e it . The g 2 penalty often chooses the maximum number of factors whether PCA or ALS is used to estimate F , while the g A tends to select too few factors. The results are to be expected; the penalties developed in Bai and Ng (2002) are predicated on a strong factor structure with weakly correlated idiosyncratic errors. When those assumptions are violated, the penalties are no longer appropriate.
The AO criterion of Onatski (2010) is supposed to better handle situations when there is substantial correlation in the errors. As seen from the third panel of Table 3 , the AO criterion gives more precise estimates of r when the factor loadings are weak. However, it tends to select zero factors when many of the idiosyncratic errors are cross-sectionally correlated. Onatski (2010) argues that his criterion selects the number of factors that can be consistently estimated. It is not surprising that the AO criterion selects fewer factors when the factor component is weak. But taking the argument at face value would suggest that when signal is below .3, none of the two factors can be consistently estimated by the PCA or the ALS. This seems at odds with the fact that the estimated factors still have substantial correlation with the true factors.
Two conclusions can be drawn from these simulations. First, the objective function used to obtain F seems to make little difference as the PCA and ALS estimates are similar. Second, not
constraining Ω to be diagonal (as in the PCA) or unnecessarily imposing the constraint (as in the ALS) also does not have much effect on R 2 . In this regard, the results echo those of Doz, Giannone, and Reichlin (2007) . If the strong factor assumptions hold true, there is little to choose between the estimators on the basis of the precise estimation of the factor space. Nonetheless, the PCA is computationally much less demanding.
Second, the precision of the factor estimates are strongly influenced by weak factor loadings.
While signal is not observed and it is not known if the factors are strong or weak in practice, two indicators can be useful. The first is R 2 which should increase with signal. A low R 2 in spite of using many factors would be a cause for concern. The second is the discrepancy between the number of factors selected by IC 2 and AO. The two estimates should not be far apart when the factor structure is strong. When the rs are very different, the strong factor assumptions may be questionable.
Mixed Data
Two designs of categorical data are considered. In the first case, the ordinal data x consists of answers by N respondents (such as professional forecasters) to the same question (such as whether they expect inflation to go up, down, or stay the same) over time T periods. In the second case,
x consists of J responses (such as on income and health status) for each of the N units (such as households). In these experiments, PCA is used to estimate r factors in (i) the continuous data X as if it were observed, (ii) the categorical data x, (iii) the adjacency matrix G, and (where appropriate) (iv) the quantified data Z. The number of factors is determined by the criterion in Bai and Ng (2002) with penalty g 2 or the AO test of Onatski (2010) . I begin with the first case when all data are ordinal.
a) PCA of X, x : and G Data on one variable X are generated for N units for T time periods.
The J − 1 thresholds are evenly spaced and are generated using norminv(.05:J-1:.95). The data matrix is first standardized columnwise and then categorized into x which has J groups.
The results are given in Table 4 . Columns 3 and 4 show that if X was observed, the number of factors would be precisely estimated. As seen from column 5 and 6, r remains fairly precisely estimated when the categorical data x are used instead of X. However, the estimated number of factors in the adjacency matrix G is less stable. There are too few factors when the sample size is small but too many factors when N and T are large. 10
Turning to an assessment of the estimated factor space, R 2 X indicates the average R 2 when r principal components are estimated from X where the r is determined by penalty g 2 . The interpretation is similar for R 2 x and R 2 G . Evidently, F precisely estimates F when X was available for analysis. The R 2 s are slightly lower if the factors are estimated from x but the difference is quite small. The average R 2 remains well over .95. However, the principal components of the adjacency matrix G are less informative about the true factors. When the sample size is small and r underestimates r, R 2 G can be much lower than R 2 x . For example, when r = 2, R 2 x is .916 when (T, N ) = (100, 20), but R 2 G is only .368. The situation improves when the sample size increases as estimating more factors in G compensates for the information loss in the indicator variables.
However, even with large r, the principal components of G remain less informative about F 0 than the principal components of x. When (T, N ) = (200, 100), R 2 x is .956 while R 2 G is .849, even though on average, r = 3 > r = 2 factors are found in G.
b) PCA of X, x, G and Z Data for J variables for each of the N units are generated as:
where e ij ∼ N (0, σ 2 ), Λ 0 i,: is a 1 × r vector of standard normal variates, F 0 t ∼ N (0, I r ). The factor loadings are N (0, θ 2 ). The J continuous variables are categorized using unevenly spaced thresholds as summarized in the bottom of Table 5 . The total number of categories (also the dimension of G) is denoted n G .
The results for the case of strong loadings (θ = 1) are in the top panel of Table 5 . As seen from columns 5 to 8, the number of factors is overestimated whenever J is small even if X was observed; the average R 2 is .75 when J is 5 but increases to .941 when J = 30. This just shows that principal components can precisely estimate the factor space only when J is reasonably large.
There is undoubtedly a loss of precision when X is not observed. The principal components of G yield low R 2 for small values of J. Apparently, G contains less information about F than Z. While the number of factors found in the discrete data x exceeds r, the r principal components of x give R 2 s close to those based on Z. In other words, with enough estimated factors, the factor space can be as precisely estimated from discrete data than as from the quantified data.
The lower panel of Table 5 are results for the case of weak loadings with θ = .5. Now R 2 Z and R 2 G are much reduced as the corresponding number of factors found in Z and G tends to be below the true value of two. This suggests that when the factor structure is already weak, discretization further weakens the information about the common factors in x. It is thus difficult to recover F from quantified data or from transformations of x. In such a case, the principal components of the raw categorical data x give the most precise factor estimates and they are easiest to construct.
The final set of simulations consider mixed continuous, nominal and ordinal data. The number of continuous variables is always 20, the number of nominal variables J nominal is either 5 or 10, and the number of ordinal variables J ordinal is 5, 10, or 20. 11 The results are given in Table 6 . The number of factors is correctly estimated from the continuous data X, the quantified data Z, or the discrete data x but are overestimated from the dummy variable matrix G. The factor space is precisely estimated using X, Z or x but not G. The results are similar to those for purely ordinal data.
Conclusion
This paper reviews and explores various matrix decomposition based methods for estimating the common factors in mixed data. A few conclusions can be drawn. First, if all data are continuous and T and N are large, ALS estimators have no significant advantage over PCA which is much simpler to construct. Second, with mixed data, the principal components of G give the least precise estimates of the factor space. Third, FACTALS provides a way to quantify the data consistent with a factor structure. But while the factor space can be precisely obtained from Z when the factor structure is strong, they are no more precise than analyzing x directly, and it is not robust when the factor structure in X is weak. Fourth, the observed categorical data x can be used to estimate the factor space quite precisely though additional factors may be necessary to compensate for the information that is lost from data discretization. It should be emphasized that different conclusions might emerge if criterion other than the factor space is used. Furthermore, the Monte Carlo exercise is quite limited in scope. Nonetheless, the findings are encouraging and merit further investigation.
I consider FACTALS because it constructs quantified data Z consistent with a factor structure which allows me to consider a large dimensional factor analysis treating Z as data. However, as pointed out earlier, the sample correlations of transformed data are not the same as the raw data.
Nothing ensures that Z will necessarily recover X from x. Thus, an important caveat of nonmetrical factor analysis is that Z may not be unique even when its second moments are consistent with the factor structure implied by the data X. Buja (1990) warns that the transformed data may identify spurious structures because singular values are sensitive to small changes in the data. A better understanding of these issues is also necessary.
Appendix
This appendix elaborates on how nominal and ordinal data are optimally scaled. It will be seen that the steps rely on matrix arguments presented in Section 3.
Step 3b: Nominal Variables Observe first that Z :,−j G j y j = Z :,−j Z :,j defines the vector of 'sample' cross correlations, while R Z,−j is the model implied analog. The j-entry is omitted since it is one by construction in both the sample and the model. We put sample in quotes because Z are quantified variables and not data.
Let M = I T − 11 /T be the idempotent matrix that demeans the data. Constraining Z to be mean zero columnwise is equivalent to imposing the condition M G j y j = G j y j for every j with Z :,−j G j y j = Z :,−j M G j y j . Let B be an orthonormal bases for M G j y j . Then M G j y j = Bτ for some τ . Instead of minimizing Z :,−j G j y j − R Z,:,−j 2 over y j subject to the constraint y j G j G j y j = y j G j M G j y j , the problem is now to minimize Z −j,: Bτ − R Z,:,−j 2 over τ subject to the constraint that τ B Bτ = τ τ = 1. This is an oblique Mosier's Procrustes problem whose solution, denoted τ 0 , is given in Cliff (1966) and ten Berge and Nevels (1997) . Given τ 0 , y j can be solved from M G j y j = Bτ 0 . By least squares argument,
It remains to explain the oblique Procrustes problem. Recall that the orthogonal Procrustes problem looks for a m × k transformation matrix B to minimize Λ − AB 2 subject to B B = I.
The oblique Procrustes problem imposes the constraint diag(B B) = I. Since the constraint is now a diagonal matrix, each column of B can be solved separately. Let β be a vector from B, and λ be a column of Λ. The objective is now to find β to minimize (λ − Aβ) (λ − Aβ). For U such that U U = U U = I and A A = U CU , the problem can be rewritten as
By letting w = U β and x = U Aλ, the problem is equivalent to finding a vector w to minimize λ λ − 2x w + w Cw subject to w w = 1.
The objective function and the constraint are both in quadratic form. The (non-linear) solution depends on q, the multiplicity of the smallest latent root of A A. In the simulations, I use the algorithm of ten Berge and Nevels (1997) . In the present problem, λ = R Z,:,−j and A = Z :,−j B.
Step 3c: Ordinal Variables When X :,j is ordinal, we minimize a function that majorizes f (y j ) and whose solution is easier to find. As shown in Kiers (1990) is majorized by
where c 1 and c 2 are constants for q, and a is the first eigenvalue of Z :,−j Z :,−j . Re-expressing q j in terms of G j y j , we can maximize
subject to the constraints that G j y j is centered and y j G j G j y j = 1. This is now a normalized monotone regression problem. 12
12 Given weights w1, . . . , wT and real numbers x1, . . . , xT , the monotone (isotonic) regression problem finds x1, . . . xT to minimize S(y) = T t=1 wt(xt − yt) 2 subject to the monotonicity condition t k implies yt ≤ y k where is a partial ordering on the index set [1, . . . T ]. An up-and-down-block algorithm is given in Kruskal (1964) . See also de Leeuw (2005). Table 2 : R 2 from Regressions of 
